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Paper Money Whole No. 172

SUSPECT SIGNATURES ON
NEW JERSEY OBSOLETE

PAPER MONEY
by DAVID D. GLADFELTER

T WO of the notes in my small collection of New Jersey
obsolete paper money have signatures that don't look
right to me.

Now I do not and cannot claim to be a handwriting expert,
or even a paper money expert; but I do have two good eyes.
There is no question that it's very important for a numismatist
to use his or her eyes, not only to grade the specimens, but to
observe such things as die varieties (on metallic pieces) and
printing details (on paper items). And to notice when a
specimen doesn't look right, for whatever reason, and if the
reason makes sense, to conclude that the specimen isn't right.

The notes I refer to, purportedly issued in the 1860s by "M.
Hill" of Mullica Hill and "D. Whitney" of Perth Amboy, are il-
lustrated here. Both are unlisted in George W. Wait's standard
reference, New Jersey's Money, although the former is of the
same type as Wait No. 1996, issued by J.W. Manning. I have no
question as to the genuineness of the notes themselves. It is
only the signatures and other writing on them that I question.

Just the name itself, "M. Hill," on a note from the town of
Mullica Hill sounds phony enough to invite a closer look. The
ink for the "M. Hill" signature is light blue, rather than the
standard 1860s dark brown. Rather than alternating from
heavy to faint, as signatures written with pens dipped into
1860s inkwells tend to do, this one has that even-flow appear-
ance of having been made with a 1950s fountain pen. The note,
number 24, is written in red, and the numerals flow together—
points to note, although not of themselves unusual.

The "D. Whitney" signature is in gray ink, the number 201
again in red. The first initial is faint, the rest of the name
bold—the reverse of what one would expect if the signer were
dipping the pen in an inkwell and beginning the signature with
fresh ink. Rather, this signature has the appearance of having
been written with a fountain pen that had to be moved on the
paper to get the ink flowing. Why would the ink not be flowing
if the signer had just written his name 200 times? The down-
ward stroke of the final "y" of the signature is too short, as if the
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On demand, I promise to pay the Bearer,

Fifty Cents,
3'3a4f,	 in current Bank Notes.

Septerhler 8, 1857.
• •E. Morris, Pr.
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signer had run out of room to write. In the 1860s, most notes
were signed on the sheet and then cut apart. On a genuine sig-
nature, the lower part of the "y" would have been cut off when
the notes were separated, and either lost in the margin waste or
appearing at the top of the note below it. Notice again how the
numerals "01" flow together.

Now, consult the Wait catalog and look carefully at the sig-
natures on some of the illustrated notes, and compare them
with those on the two specimens just described. In particular,
I direct your attention to the signatures on the illustrations of
Wait 2465 ("H. Hall & Co"), 397 ("Moore & Bro"), 476 ("C.C.
Williams"), and 1085 ("C. Cottrell").

The specimen used to illustrate Wait 2465 is a proof or
specimen note, with two punch-out cancellations (POCs)
showing on the signature line. The POCs were put there by the
printer of the notes precisely for the purpose of preventing them
from being signed. Yet this one was signed, and the name "Hall"
on this note bears a remarkable similarity of appearance to the
name "Hill" on the Mullica Hill note. A genuine signature? The
plot thickens.

The "Moore & Bro." note is number 204; compare this
number with the 24 on the Mullica Hill note and with the 201
on the "D. Whitney" note. See how the numereals flow together
in all three examples? Compare the initial "M" of Moore with

the initial "M" of "M. Hill"; notice the elaborate flourish, ap-
pearing almost as a script "JN!' Compare the flowing together of
"& Bro!" with the similar "& Co" on Wait 2465.

The signature of "C.C. Williams" on the specimen used to il-
lustrate Wait 476 again flows together, as do the words "my
store" to the left of the signature. Notice again the initial M, ap-
pearing almost as "IN" as on the Wait 397 note.

The "Cs" of "C. Cottrell" on the Wait 10 85 illustration flow to-
gether as do the "Cs" on "C.C. Williams!' On the date, compare
the "M" of "May" with the other "Ms" in this group, and the
numeral 24 with the same numeral on the Mullica Hill note.

Convinced? I conclude that the signatures on the entire
group of six are suspect, and am led to the hypothesis that they
were written not by an issuer in the 19th century, but by a col-
lector in the 20th, who had "remainder" notes in his or her col-
lection and couldn't resist the temptation to attempt to create
new varieties. The identity of that collector is presently un-
known to me, but it's possible that a pedigree search of this
small group of fake-signature specimens, and possibly addi-
tional ones to be discovered in the future, may ultimately re-
veal the culprit.

These notes, and others like them, should be listed for what
they are—remainders with suspect signatures. Their numis-
matic value should certainly be no greater than that of un-
signed remainders, and possibly less.
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